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NOT EXACTLY
SATIRICUS

Poor Bernd

P

oor Bernd Schuster. It must
be tough managing such a
marginalized team as he
does. I can only imagine
how he must have to beg and
beg for his superiors to sign new players.
It must be like pulling teeth, getting Calderón to open up the club coffers.
But now, to top off his misery, Bernd 's
side has yet again been victim of a conspiracy that only rivals the Masonic in its
dimensions and dangers. Of course I am
refering to the Machiavellian plot
against Real Madrid being carried out by
the Catalan referees. It should come as
no surprise, ever since the old Caudillo
passed on, the Madrileño club has had
to suffer from the machinations of that
most despicable breed of whistle blower.
Wanting to hear more about this
master plan to rob Real Madrid of its
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f they had had advanced medical
research and clever marketing
back in 1917 perhaps somebody
might have convinced Americans
of the health benefits of moderate
alcohol intake, something you find very
often in a variety of magazines and on
wine websites nowadays. But some
people just can’t have enough of the good
things in life and that was part of a problem.
Perhaps it was the neo-cons of the day,
the religious fanatics and the boring
moralists or a coalition of all of them that
had too much power and followed the
principle that pleasure, whatever the
amount of it, is bad for you and for society as a whole. But their declared motive
was another, and reading the papers of
the time we understand them: they
thought that by banning alcohol crime
rates and social misbehaviour would decrease, and with it the growing prison
population and its tax-related burden;
the economy would improve with less alcohol-related accidents and the quality of
health and life would by much higher.

But prohibition was not an easy
measure to implement and enforce.
When the manufacturing, importation,
exportation, transportation, sales and
thus consumption of alcohol were
banned in 1920, nobody thought that
crime rates and corruption would go sky
high and consumption would actually
increase over the years. The liquor business fell into the hands of organized mafias and soon became a terrible headache
for law enforcement agencies. Chicago,
the fiefdom of Al Capone and the unofficial capital of organized gangs associated
with the illegal trade in alcohol, had more
than 400 murders a year related to illegal
alcohol manufacturing, trade and consumption.
Shortly before Christmas of 1917, the
Nashville Tennessean, a newspaper from
a famous alcohol producing area, reported that even the last minute attempt
to try to exempt light wine and beer from
the rigorous prohibition did not succeed.
The constitutional amendment was
there to stay for 13 years. It was, historians
now agree, a miserable failure.
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precious points, this week Satiricus
went to the big capital to talk face to face
to the persecuted, since surely no major
media source would give him the time of
day.
Yet when I presented the Bavarian
mister with a complimentary copy of
this paper, his face grew pale, his hands
started to twitch and a wet patch spread
down the interior of his right thigh. It
seems the mere sight of our masthead
sent him into a panic attack. Not even
our explanations that none of our staff
was even born on the Iberian peninsula
seemed to soothe him, and there was no
way to pry his grip off the table leg. All
our entreaties in English were answered
with hisses and a creepy spitting sound.
It appears I will soon have to face my
editors with nothing to show for my trip
except a ridiculous minibar bill.
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TIBIDABO IN DANGER
In relation to articles that have recently appeared in the press about the
installation of a huge roller coster in the
Parc d’Atraccions del Tibidabo, I would
like to make the following reflections.
First of all, the interests behind this
appalling project should be spelt out.
The renovation of the park "alone" will
cost taxpayers some €40,000,000 (6.6
billion in pessetes). And all this money
for what? To cut down woods that have
been there for hundreds of years inside
the Parc and that can be described as the
lungs of Barcelona? To finish off destroying the beautiful and romantic
Rubió i Tudurí garden? Or, finally, to install funfair attractions and build concrete buildings that will turn the area
into a poor man’s Port Aventura and just

another district of Barcelona?
In doing all this, citizens will be deprived, as well as all those people who
visit, of an emblematic place built some
100 years ago in order to enjoy the tranquility of nature and provide a refuge
from the oppression of the city’s concrete and pollution. What city would
not want such a privileged place on its
doorstep?
Will we allow this government, which
qualifies itself as "ecologist", to tear
down this exceptional place that is part
of the heritage of all Barcelona’s inhabitants? I think that the moment is overdue
to say ENOUGH of interests created in
opposition to good taste, the natural
and artistic heritage and finding solutions to the problems of climate
change that threaten us all.
BENITA Mª DE REYNOSO ANDREU
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